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Folder No.: 10580; See Also: Censorship; Erotica; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 108*

Pornography.
Folder No.: 10560; See Also: Censorship; Erotica; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.

*Reel: 108*

Pornography.
Folder No.: 10630; See Also: Censorship; Erotica; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Pornography.
Folder No.: 10610; See Also: Censorship; Erotica; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Pornography.
Folder No.: 10620; See Also: Censorship; Erotica; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Pornography.
Folder No.: 10640; See Also: Censorship; Erotica.

*Reel: 109*

Poverty.
Folder No.: 10700; See Also: Class; Homeless Women; Economics; Money.

*Reel: 109*

Power (Theory).
Folder No.: 10710; See Also: S&M, Women's Movement; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Pride.
Folder No.: 05530; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 60*

Prisons: Announcements and Flyers.
Folder No.: 10730; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Articles.
Folder No.: 10735; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Articles.
Folder No.: 10740; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Bedford Hills, NY Actions.
Folder No.: 10750; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Defense Funds.
Folder No.: 10755; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: General Information.
Folder No.: 10720; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: History.
Folder No.: 10760; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Letters from Prisoners.
Folder No.: 10765; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Narratives.
Folder No.: 10785; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Organizations.
Folder No.: 10790; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Performances and Writing.
Folder No.: 10795; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Political Prisoners.
Folder No.: 10800; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 109*

Prisons: Political Prisoners.
Folder No.: 10805; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.

*Reel: 110*
Prisons: Publications.
Folder No.: 10810; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Folder No.: 10815; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prisons: Research and Studies.
Folder No.: 10820; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Privacy.
Folder No.: 10830; See Also: Surveillance; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Production Groups: DC Hags / Sappho Sound (Toronto).
Folder No.: 10840; See Also: Music; Theatre; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Professional Organizations: Statement of Gay Civil Rights.
Folder No.: 10850; Notes: Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10860; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10870; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10880; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10890; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10900; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10910; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10920; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10930; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10940; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10950; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10960; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10970; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 110

Prostitution.
Folder No.: 10980; See Also: Sex Workers; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11030; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11040; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11050; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11060; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11070; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11080; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111
Psychology.
Folder No.: 11020; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 10990; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11000; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11010; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 111

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11180; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11190; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11130; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11120; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11110; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11100; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11090; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11080; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11170; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11150; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychology.
Folder No.: 11140; See Also: Co-Counseling; Counseling; Health; Therapy; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Psychosurgery.
Folder No.: 11210; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 112

Publishers: Alyson Publications.
Reel: 114

Folder No.: 11320; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 114

Publishers: Cleis Press.
Folder No.: 11330; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Also contains Spring 1985, 1987, 1988, Fall 1990, and Spring 1990 Catalogues.
Reel: 114

Publishers: Cleis Press.
Reel: 114

Publishers: Diana Press.
Folder No.: 11380; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 114
Publishers: Firebrand Press.
Reel: 115

Publishers: Firebrand Press.
Reel: 115

Reel: 115

Reel: 115

Folder No.: 11440; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Also contains 1986, 1988, 1992, and 1993 Catalogues.
Reel: 115

Publishers: Know, Inc. and 1st Things 1st.
Folder No.: 11450.
Reel: 115

Publishers: Metis Press.
Folder No.: 11460; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 115

Publishers: Mother Courage Press.
Folder No.: 11470; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 115

Publishers: Naiad Press.
Folder No.: 11480; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 115

Publishers: Naiad Press.
Folder No.: 11490; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 115

Publishers: Naiad Press.
Folder No.: 11500; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 116

Publishers: Naiad Press.
Folder No.: 11510; Notes: Privacy information was not microfilmed. Also contains 1990, 1991, and 1993 Catalogues.
Reel: 116

Publishers: Naiad Press.
Folder No.: 11520; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Also contains 1994 and 1995 Catalogues.
Reel: 116

Publishers: Naiad Press.
Folder No.: 11530; Notes: Also contains 1996, 1997, and 1999 Catalogues.
Reel: 116

Publishers: New Victoria Printers, Inc.
Folder No.: 11540; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 116

Folder No.: 11550; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 116

Publishers: Persephone Press.
Folder No.: 11560; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 117

Publishers: Seal Press.
Folder No.: 11570; Notes: Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 117

Publishers: Shameless Hussy Press.
Folder No.: 11580; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 117

Folder No.: 11590; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Also contains Fall 1992, Spring 1993, Spring 1994, Fall 1994, Fall 1995, Fall 1996, Spring 1997, and 1999 Catalogues.
Reel: 117

Publishers: Spinsters Ink.
Folder No.: 11600; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Also contains 1992, Fall 1993, Fall 1994, and 1995 Catalogues.
Reel: 117

Reel: 117

Reel: 114
Folder No.: 11640.  
Reel: 117

Publishers: Tower Press.  
Folder No.: 11610; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 117

Publishers: Violet Press.  
Folder No.: 11620; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. 
Reel: 117

Folder No.: 11630; Notes: Privacy information was not microfilmed. Also contains Spring 1976 and Fall Preview 1977 Catalogues.  
Reel: 117

Folder No.: 11240; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 112

Folder No.: 11230; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 112

Folder No.: 11280; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 113

Folder No.: 11260; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 113

Folder No.: 11270; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 113

Folder No.: 11250; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 113

Folder No.: 11300; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 114

Folder No.: 11290; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 114

Puerto Rican Lesbians (in Puerto Rico or United States).  
Folder No.: 11650; See Also: Latina Lesbians; Lesbians of Color; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 117

Quer.  
Folder No.: 11660; See Also: Gay Civil Rights; Gay Men; Language; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 117

Quer Activism.  
Folder No.: 11670; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 117

Quilt: The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial.  
Folder No.: 11680; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 117

Racism.  
Folder No.: 11690; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 117

Racism.  
Folder No.: 11710; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Racism.  
Folder No.: 11720; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Racism.  
Folder No.: 11700; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Radical Lesbians.  
Folder No.: 11730; See Also: Separatism; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Folder No.: 11750; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Rape.  
Folder No.: 11770; See Also: Take Back the Night; Violence; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Rape.  
Folder No.: 11790; See Also: Take Back the Night; Violence; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Rape.  
Folder No.: 11800; See Also: Take Back the Night; Violence; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118

Rape.  
Folder No.: 11810; See Also: Take Back the Night; Violence; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.  
Reel: 118
Gay Rights Movement: Series 7: Parts 1-6: Lesbian Herstory Archives
Author Index

Rape.
Folder No.: 11820; See Also: Take Back the Night; Violence;
Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 118

Rape.
Folder No.: 11780; See Also: Take Back the Night; Violence;
Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy
information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 118

Rape.
Folder No.: 11830; See Also: Take Back the Night; Violence;
Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Recovery.
Folder No.: 11840; See Also: Addiction; Alcoholism;
Alcoholism Center for Women; Chemically Free Spaces;
Drugs; Notes: Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: Couples.
Folder No.: 11920; Notes: Selected articles were not
microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: General Information.
Folder No.: 11890; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: General Information.
Folder No.: 11900; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: General Information.
Folder No.: 11860; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information
was not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: General Information.
Folder No.: 11870; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information
was not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: General Information.
Folder No.: 11880; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: General Information.
Folder No.: 11850; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information
was not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: Marriage.
Folder No.: 11980; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information
was not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: Marriage.
Folder No.: 11960; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information
was not microfilmed.
Reel: 119

Relationships: Marriage.
Folder No.: 11900; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Relationships: Marriage.
Folder No.: 12000; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Relationships: Marriage.
Folder No.: 12010; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Relationships: Marriage.
Folder No.: 12020; See Also: Domestic Partnerships; Notes:
Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Relationships: Marriage.
Folder No.: 12030.
Reel: 120

Religion: Atheism.
Folder No.: 12070.
Reel: 120

Religion: Buddhism.
Folder No.: 12080; Notes: Selected articles were not
microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Folder No.: 12100; Notes: Selected articles were not
microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Religion: Christianity: Biblical Scholarship.
Folder No.: 12120; Notes: Selected articles were not
microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Religion: Christianity: Catholic - Nuns.
Folder No.: 12160; See Also: Nuns. Catholic Lesbians,
Cardinal O'Connor; Notes: Selected articles were not
microfilmed.
Reel: 121
Religion: Christianity: Catholic.
Folder No.: 12130; See Also: Nuns, Catholic Lesbians, Cardinal O'Connor; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Religion: Christianity: Catholic.
Folder No.: 12140; See Also: Nuns, Catholic Lesbians, Cardinal O'Connor; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Religion: Christianity: Catholic.
Folder No.: 12150; See Also: Nuns, Catholic Lesbians, Cardinal O'Connor; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Religion: Christianity: Episcopal.
Folder No.: 12170; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Evangelical.
Folder No.: 12180; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Gay Ministries.
Folder No.: 12190; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: General.
Folder No.: 12090; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Religion: Christianity: General.
Folder No.: 12095; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 120

Religion: Christianity: Lutheran.
Folder No.: 12200; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Methodist.
Folder No.: 12210; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Methodist.
Folder No.: 12240; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Methodist.
Folder No.: 12250; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Metropolitan Community Church.
Folder No.: 12250; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Mormon.
Folder No.: 12255; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Presbyterian.
Folder No.: 12260; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Unitarian Universalist.
Folder No.: 12265; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Christianity: Various.
Folder No.: 12270; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Goddess Oriented.
Folder No.: 12275; See Also: Goddesses.
Reel: 121

Religion: Interfaith.
Folder No.: 12280; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Religion: Judaism.
Folder No.: 12290; See Also: Jewish Lesbians; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Republicans.
Folder No.: 12300.
Reel: 121

Research.
Folder No.: 12310; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 121

Resistance.
Folder No.: 12330.
Reel: 122

Restaurants: Blood Root.
Folder No.: 12340.
Reel: 122
Restaurants: Coffee Houses.
Folder No.: 12350; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 122

Restaurants: Coffee Houses.
Folder No.: 12360; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 122

Restaurants: WOW Café.
Folder No.: 12370.
Reel: 122

Retreats: Country Places.
Folder No.: 12390; See Also: Travel; Notes: Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 122

Retreats: Country Places.
Folder No.: 12400; See Also: Travel; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 122

Retreats: Country Places.
Folder No.: 12410; See Also: Travel; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 122

Retreats: Special Places.
Folder No.: 12420; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 122

Revolution.
Folder No.: 12430; See Also: Socialism; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

Revolution.
Folder No.: 12440; See Also: Socialism; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

The Right.
Folder No.: 12460; See Also: Homophobia; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

The Right.
Folder No.: 12470; See Also: Homophobia; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

The Right.
Folder No.: 12480; See Also: Homophobia; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

Rituals.
Folder No.: 12500; See Also: Ceremonies; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

Roles.
Folder No.: 12520; See Also: Butch and Fem; Fem; Passing Women; Relationships; Sexuality; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

Rose News Service.
Folder No.: 12540.
Reel: 123

Runners and Running.
Folder No.: 12560; See Also: Sports; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

Rural Lesbians.
Folder No.: 12570; See Also: Land; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

S&M.
Folder No.: 12580; See Also: Sexuality; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

S&M.
Folder No.: 12600; See Also: Sexuality; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

S&M.
Folder No.: 12590; See Also: Sexuality; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 123

S&M.
Folder No.: 12610; See Also: Sexuality; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 124

Sailing.
Folder No.: 12630; See Also: Sports.
Reel: 124
Salons.
Folder No.: 12640; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 124

Salvation Army.
Folder No.: 12670; See Also: Religion; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 124

Salvation Army.
Folder No.: 12650; See Also: Religion; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 124

Salvation Army.
Folder No.: 12690; See Also: Religion.
Reel: 124

Salvation Army.
Folder No.: 12680; See Also: Religion.
Reel: 124

Salvation Army.
Folder No.: 12660; See Also: Religion.
Reel: 124

Schools: General.
Folder No.: 12730; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 124

Schools: General.
Folder No.: 12720; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 124

Schools: General.
Folder No.: 12710; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 124

Schools: Harvey Milk High School, New York.
Folder No.: 12740; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Science.
Folder No.: 12760; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Science Fiction.
Folder No.: 12765; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Science Fiction.
Folder No.: 12775; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Science Fiction.
Folder No.: 12770; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Science Fiction.
Folder No.: 12780; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Self-Defense.
Folder No.: 12800; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Self-Defense.
Folder No.: 12810; Notes: Self-Defense.
Reel: 125

Self-Publishing.
Folder No.: 12830; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Seneca Falls.
Folder No.: 12840; See Also: Women’s Encampment; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Separatism.
Folder No.: 12880; See Also: Radical Lesbians; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Separatism.
Folder No.: 12850; See Also: Radical Lesbians; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Separatism.
Folder No.: 12870; See Also: Radical Lesbians; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Separatism.
Folder No.: 12890; See Also: Radical Lesbians; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Separatism.
Folder No.: 12860; See Also: Radical Lesbians; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 125

Separatism.
Folder No.: 12900; See Also: Radical Lesbians; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed. Privacy information was not microfilmed.
Reel: 126
Sexuality: Annie Sprinkle.
Folder No.: 12912; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Assault.
Folder No.: 12920; See Also: Prostitution; Pornography;
Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Bars and Parties.
Folder No.: 12925; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Bibliographies.
Folder No.: 12930; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Bibliographies.
Folder No.: 12935; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Books, Reviews, and Manuals.
Folder No.: 12940; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Books, Reviews, and Manuals.
Folder No.: 12941; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Butch/Fem.
Folder No.: 12945; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Children.
Folder No.: 12955; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Conferences and Events.
Folder No.: 12960; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Conferences and Events.
Folder No.: 12965; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Folder No.: 12970; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Essays.
Folder No.: 12975; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Essays.
Folder No.: 12980; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Gender and Sex Roles.
Folder No.: 12990; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: General.
Folder No.: 12910; See Also: Bisexuality; Sexuality; S&M;
Safer Sex.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: General.
Folder No.: 12911; See Also: Bisexuality; Sexuality; S&M;
Safer Sex; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 126

Sexuality: Institutions.
Folder No.: 12995; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 127

Sexuality: Journals and Newsletters.
Folder No.: 13005; Notes: Selected articles were not microfilmed.
Reel: 127

Sexuality: Journals and Newsletters.
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